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On Friday, Sept. 15, TMZ announces that 14-year old Danielle Bregoli known to 

the world as the ‘Cash Me Outside’ girl signed a record deal with Atlantic Records 

(under the stage name Bhad Baddie), home of recording artists like Trey Songz, Ed 

Sheeran and Wiz Khalifa. For those who don’t know the backstory of this faux-ratchet 

middle high school aged kid, she was a guest on The Dr. Phil Show over a year ago along 

with her mom to discuss her troublesome behavior. Bregoli became irritated with the 

laughter from the audience for her use of Ebonics to which she threatens them with the 

infamous phrase: “Catch me outside how about that?.” Since then her ‘B-Rad’ 

reincarnated-as-a-female-millennial persona has gotten her 11.3 million followers on 

Instagram, an endorsement with Fashion Nova and a Hot 100-charting single with the 

profanity-filled  “These Heaux” (isn’t she 14?). You know you’re truly in Trump’s 

America when a troubled white girl who mimics the stereotypical behavior of a black 

woman gets rewarded with more than 15 minutes of fame; matter of the fact is if she 

weren't white none of this would be happening.  

 

    I sometimes question why black excellence is stomped over to make way for 

white mediocrity. Black artists have to work twice as hard to get the same attention that 

their white peers who don’t lift a creative finger to reach commercial success. It’s as if 

Sally knows she’s horrible at writing poems, so she copies John’s style of poetry and 

makes it her own without giving credit where it’s due. And she get’s all the glory; while 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=clD_HL17t94


John is looked over. Sometimes the artists don't have to be a cultural appropriator; they 

could be uninteresting though that the public praises them for it anyways.  

 

Take Taylor Swift as an example: as successful and “influential” as she is, she’s 

like the unseasoned potato salad that everyone takes a bite of at the picnic but doesn’t 

admit it was low-key bad. She’s basic and flat out corny: no uniqueness with thin vocals 

and her music she presents as a confessional diary come off lacking any substance. She 

can be anything: country, pop, a scorned woman. Even Adele whose artistry is no 

different from Jazmine Sullivan or Jill Scott earns the same acclaim as Taylor Swift and 

never pigeonholed. Why? It is because they are white and benefit from that privilege. 

The privilege being the more money and effort put into the making of their stardom that 

earns the #1 singles and multiple Grammys. However, when bringing in gender the 

same cannot be said for black artists particularly black women. So yes Moonlight took 

home the Best Picture Oscar over dull-La La Land and Kendrick Lamar finally got the 

Best Rap Album Grammy he deserved in 2015, but black women have a tougher time 

trying to get out of the [urban artist] box that the industry places them in that hinder 

possible crossover success. It essentially becomes the idea that if you’re not Nicki Minaj, 

Beyoncé or Rihanna you’re not going to boast huge success. As much as I love those 

three women, it can’t be just them representing black excellence in mainstream music. 

 

Kehlani’s debut SweetSexySavage modernized the neo-soul genre but failed to 

spawn any top 40s hit on the pop charts. Meanwhile, former Disney Channel star Demi 



Lovato takes from Kehlani's musical personality for her song "Sorry Not Sorry" where 

she proclaims she's a "savage" and reach gold status. Other artists of her realm like SZA, 

Tinashe, H.E.R and Jhené Aiko have become critics darlings for their individualistic 

takes on the genres of R&B, a form of black music. However, they haven't seen the 

monster success in the pop market that their white peers get. We've indeed come a long 

way from the days that TLC, Brandy and Janet Jackson were as prevalent on MTV and 

to white audiences as Madonna and Christina Aguilera were.  

 

Society continues to lives of a space where whiteness is accepted and can do no 

wrong while blackness can along get you so far when you don't make it more palatable 

or watered down. Was there any way that Beyoncé’s hip-shaking Single Ladies video was 

going to stand a chance the sweet innocent white girl image of Taylor Swift's You Belong 

With Me for Best Female Video from a mainstream music award show? Obviously not, 

by the way, Kanye West had to let the public know. 

 

Do I expect white mediocrity to go away anytime soon for hard working black 

excellence? Probably not. Taylor Swift's europop song "Look What You Made Me Do" 

offers nothing new or game-changing from the 27-year old but somehow she's keeping 

my girl Cardi B and her hoodalicious bop "Bodak Yellow" from the top spot on the pop 

charts. Sam Smith is back this fall to reclaim his "king of soul" while Fergie is doing the 

most [wackiest] with her comeback visual album that's ripping off a 90s Madonna from 



the videos she's released. Though Beyoncé she is not, it'll probably debut in the Top Ten 

if not No. 1.  

 

 

 

 

 


